
The batteries are charged for 8:30 mins. The aircraft is stationary on the

chain and motor chain are all derailed or off.

sprocket (24 teeth). The chain tensioner cord moves the idler wheel to make

this easier. The 0.1457 pitch chain is taken off the generator sprockets and

the motor chain is replaced. The drive chain to the main wheel is put onto

after take off. The pilot closes the door using the zipper himself. It takes

1 minute to reconfigure the transmission and close the door ready to fly.

The pilot starts the take off roll. At 10mph the motor is switched on to low

Immediately after take off the chain driving the main wheel is derailed to

conserve power.

Flight strategy is to drain the batteries at a constant 9 Amps. The pilots

can be varied through 10 degrees whilst maintaining constant pedal and

motor rpm. e.g. At take off with the pilot pedalling at 100 rpm the motor

is turning at 10300 rpm and the propeller at 270 rpm.

Sprocket 38 teeth

'Berg' plastic chain

'Shafter' rock used as servo balance weight

All tread sanded off to save weight

Wing flat to here

1/8" balsa

Air intake

External aluminum tube reinforces

wheel fork

A.S.I. Sleek Streak prop

Ribs: 3/16 x 1/4 balsa 

+ 2x 1/32 x 1/4 spruce

1/16" sheet balsa torsion box aileron with 1/16"

balsa ribs at 4" centres covered in solarfilm
CF strips to hold angle of foam TE extension 

The prop shaft is supported on

two bearings 6" apart the rest

of the tube cantilevers to allow

the tail boom to flex without

Kevlar aileron cables

Internal Kevlar bracing

Aileron cables run inside

cycle 'bowden' cables between

the wing and control yoke

Piano wire skid under wing here

Kremer speed competition flight timing

1" CF spar tube

2" tube 1" CF spar tube

3" internal diameter carbon fibre tube

Polystyrene 'bead board' LE

Polystyrene 'bead board' tips

Nylon zipper closes butyrate door

1 1/4" Aluminum tube outer sleeve

1/4" CF pushrod operates servo tab

1/32" sheet balsa torsion box servo tab

Kevlar foam TE

Futaba servo drives prop

pitch through piano wire

1/4" ply gusset box

1/4" expanded polystyrene rib

This bay sheeted in with

polystyrene bead board

1/4" expanded

This bay sheeted in with

polystyrene bead board

1/4" expanded

Copper strip slip rings supply

power from pilot charged

batteries to pitch servo

Counterweight

4 mil MYLAR gap cover

taped on during assembly

3/4" carbon fiber tubes

transfer wing torque to

the fuselage
and carbon fiber swash plate

Spring idler tensioner

1/4" CF tube

3/4" CF tube

binding the drive shaft

Copied by J. McIntyre from a drawing by A.A.P. Lloyd

Internal Kevlar bracing

Wing Centerline

ground. The pilot drives the generator by pedalling. The wheel chain, prop

After charging for 8 mins 30 sec the propeller chain is put back onto its

the inboard sprocket of the main axle, it is derailed using a bicycle derailer

power (resistor in series) and at 15mph to full power to accelerate to 25mph.

pedal speed controls the motor speed to some extent. The propeller pitch

turning electric motor as generator

0.040" Lucite windscreen

TE flap +7 degrees, wing -5 degrees of washout 

TE flap +15 degrees, wing -7 degrees of washout

TE flap +15 degrees, wing -9 degrees of washout

(Foam tip cut with -2 degrees of washout)

3/16" balsa web

WING TIP SECTION

Hot wire cut polystyrene 'bead board'

As flown Sept 25-27th 1983

Bionic Bat, Human-powered speed aircraft. AIAA paper 85-1447. July 1985.

For more information see:

BIONIC BAT

Cowley, M.B. and Morgan, R.W. Aerovironment Inc., Simi Valley, C.A., Dr P.B. MacCready, Aerovironment Inc. Monravia C.A. (1985)

1 mile triangle flown in 2:38

Wing strut attachment

permanently glued on

Elevator cables

Wire skid
Ground - wing tip down

Idler wheels not toothed

Fuselage fairing from 1mm Styrofoam

1/64" ply

1/4" expanded polystyrene 

bead board TE extension

1/4" expanded polystyrene 'bead board'

1/4" expanded polystyrene 'bead board' riblet

Carbon fibre

4" internal diameter carbon fibre spar

Hot wire cut polystyrene 'bead board' LE

Foam - Kevlar TE

WING ROOT SECTION Liebeck LH110 airfoil

0.50
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Wing viewed from the trailing edge

ex Gossamer Owl


